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ISOLDE - Radioactive Beam ISOL
Facility

Selected reaction products are extracted and further accelerated at 60 keV



Layout of ISOLDE Facility
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Mass Separators

Each of the two separators has its own production target
GPS can deliver simultaneously three different beams
A central beam line is constructed to allow either of the two
separators to be used



Wide Range of Elements Produced

About 70 chemical elements can be extracted
Over 600 isotopic species with lifetimes down to milliseconds can
be separated
Radioactive Ion Beam intensities up to 1011 ions/μC of proton
beam



Post-accelerated beams: REX-ISOLDE

ISOLDE beam is cooled and bunched in a Penning trap
Ions are charge bred in REXEBIS, then separated with a mass
separator
Finally the beam is accelerated between 0.8-3.0 MeV/A



Main Physics Directions at ISOLDE



Gamma-ray Detectors :
MINIBALL Collaboration

8 triple clusters
6-fold segmented HPGe
crystals
Multiplicity < 15
Energy resolution ~ 2-3 keV
Absolute efficiency ~ 20% for
1.33 MeV gamma ray



Physics we propose at ISOLDE

Study of the nuclear structure in the Z~30-50 and N~40-60,
mainly by gamma spectroscopy

Natural extension of our previous studies (Tandem/IFIN, INFN-LNL,
etc.) toward more exotic nuclei

Concerns both neutron-rich and proton-rich nuclei in the region

 GASP array

 Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro

N=Z=44 88Ru



Phase Transition in the N=60 Region
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Recent PRISMA/CLARA experiment for
96Kr

Experiment performed in March 2008 at PRISMA/CLARA,
Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro
Neutron-rich nuclei produced in the fission of 238U target induced
by 1 GeV 136Xe ions
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First Observation of 88Se and 96Kr

The N=60 96Kr nucleus is
deformed
N=56 sub-shell closure might
not be effective below Z=36

88Se

96Kr

New data



ISOLDE : Coulex of n-rich Kr isotopes

ISOLDE intensities of 105 part/μC allow Coulex experiments with
96Kr beam
With the standard thin target setup precise B(E2) values might be
obtained through normalization to target Coulex
B(E2) values will allow a more accurate understanding of nuclear
structure in the heavy Kr region

DSSD Si detector

Miniball



Summary

ISOLDE-CERN is a world-class RIB facility, providing good
quality and rather high intensity radioactive beams for a
wide range of nuclear species

Post-acceleration system REX and powerful detectors allow
in-beam gamma spectroscopy experiments

For the near future, we intend to carry on nuclear structure
studies for Z~30-40, N~40-60 nuclei

One proposal for Coulex of 96Kr, based on very recent
experimental results, is in preparation


